THE NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
The "MCB Driver" is the official publication of the North American MGB Register, a nonprofit organization dedicated t o maintaining and expanding interest in Britain's most popular
Sports Car-the MGB.
The opinions expressed within are those of the individual authors and readers are warned
that they attempt any mechanical or other modifications described herein, entirely at their
own risk.
Membership of the North American MGB Register is open t o all, with no restriction.
Ownership of an MG is not a condition of membership and the local areas and NAMGBR
Regions will be pleased t o welcome you t o their events. Membership dues are $25.00 per year.
For membership details o r further information write to:
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Hello there and we hope you had a good time over the holidays! Quite a lot
of this issue is of a technical nature and there may be a subtle psychological reason for this. Since your scribe last addressed you, he has pulled not one, but two
MGB engines! I also reinstalled one and have learned valuable lessons along the
way. One, I damage more easily, I only have to look at an MGB with a wrench in
my hand and I bleed! Also, I heal a lot more slowly than when I had my first MGB
many years ago! However it was quite a rewarding experience and I now have my
1964 MGB on the road.
I also learned that you never stop learning! Beware of the guy who knows it
all, has done all this and all that. Ask him when was the last time he tried to get
the transmission bolts back into an MGB gearbox, lying on his back under
Abingdon's finest and wondering who the hell designed it to be like this! I learned
how to rebuild a distributor from scratch-something I'd never done-and the
importance of making sure those SUs are in tiptop shape in the areas you can't
see. However it was great therapy and if my fingers ever heal again you'll see a
great improvement in my typing. I thought a lot about my fellow register members while under the 'B and decided that the more technical information and tips
we can exchange so much the better for all of us, hence the lopsided technical
content of this issue of "MGB Driver". And it's all home grown, no cribbing from
someone else's answers on a bulletin board as some clubs do!
Finally, the next issue of the "Driver"will be a special MIDGET issue, s o mail
in your own personal Midget stories, tips, photos, etc., for the benefit of all
Midget owners to our usual address.
Octagonally,

M

A RL&

(P.S. Our sister MG clubs are welcome to use any of the material printed in
the "MCB Driver" for their newsletters, etc. providing due acknowledgement to
the original source is given.)
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FROM YOUR SECRETARY
Jerome Rosenberger
The Annual General Meeting is over and we have a new Chairman, Rick
Ingram. This, of course, is old news as we did manage to stick a last minute note
in the last issue of the "MCBDriuer" from Rick, introducing himself and outlining
his plans for the futures of the North American MGB Register. I will remind all
members, that your Executive Committee is determined that none of our activities will go on behind closed doors. To that end, if there is any Register member
who wishes to have a copy of the minutes of the last AGM they have only t o send
us a self-addressed envelope and we would be happy to supply you with one. A
copy of the Minutes is automatically sent to all our chapters. We have already
made arrangements t o hold next year's AGM in Atlanta, GA. We would like very
much to visit all regions of the country with the AGM and Annual Conventions,
but it is a very large country and we are still a very young club. In addition t o the
AGM in Atlanta next year, we will be holding our annual convention in Virginia,
just outside Washington DC. So it looks like we will be holding two functions in
the southeast region next year, although one of them is on the northern border
of the area.
After that, we are planning a convention a t Lake Tahoe, Nevada in '95 and the
Joint National Register Convention in '96 whose site is still being debated. We will
be looking for other clubs t o host other conventions after that and we would like
very much to come to your region of the country. Why not talk it over with your
local club's officers and perhaps we might arrange for a national convention in
your area sometime in the future? Also a t this year's AGM we gave out several
"Register Awards" which were presented at the dinner after the meeting. This
year's Register Chapter of the Year award was won by the Chicagoland MGB Club.
The Chicagoland club has been very supportive of the Register from the very
beginning, has the largest number of individual Register members of all our chapters and provides many benefits and events for their local members. The Chapter
Newsletter Award went to "MOWOG Murmurs" of the MGCC Northwest Centre.
This is a very professionally done newsletter and is a strong force in keeping all
the Centre's members informed and educated throughout Washington State and
beyond. The Good Samaritan Award for 1993 went to Bill Skillington of Klamath
Falls, Oregon. This past summer, Bill really went out of his way to help one of our
members in distress. In addition to the award plaque, Bill will be given a free
membership in the Register, even though he does not own an MG. (I believe the
Editor will have the full story elsewhere in the "MCB Driuer".) Larry Henle will
also receive a free membership for submitting Bill's story. As far as Enthusiast of
the Year was concerned, that proved rather easy. After traveling from Burnaby,
British Columbia to both our conventions in Peterborough, Ontario and St. Louis,
Missouri (I believe totaling over 10,000 miles during the two trips) there could
clearly b e no other choice but Doug Gale. He will receive the Enthusiast Award to
hang beside his long distance awards. Special Awards were also presented to
Robin Weatherall and the St. Louis MG Club for recognition for all their efforts
with last year's very successful "MG '93". They worked very hard to insure that
we all had fun. If you don't believe it, just pick up the video! And lastly, the entire
council decided that the evening would not be complete without an award recognizing the very special work done by John Twist a s Founding Chairman of the
Register. Without John's leadership and direction during these formative Years*it
is unlikely that the Register could have risen to the position we have in s o short
a time. We couldn't have done it without him! Well that's enough for this month*
enjoy your MGs and Safety Fast!
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INTRODUCING YOUR HOSTS FOR "MC '94" THE MC CAR CLUB WASHINGTON DC CENTRE
The Centre held its first meeting in October of 1951 and was originally founded a s a sub-centre of the Eastern United States Centre (now the MGCC Long Island
Centre) the basic idea of the club was to promote camaraderie and mutual interest among MG owners.
In 1954 (Forty years ago!) the sub-centre became a Centre in its own right and
at that time there were 47 members. In 1956 the Centre won the prestigious
Nuffield Trophy for being the most outstanding MG Car Club Worldwide!
1958 saw us instrumental in establishing the Washington Metropolitan
Council of Sports Car Clubs. 1960 marked the first in a series of annual rally championships sponsored by the Council. Washington MGCC won that first championship and in 1961 finished second. Our membership at that time stood a t a new
high of 72. 1963 saw the first year that the Washington Centre held its first Braille
Rallye and while this has since been copied by many other clubs, it remains our
tradition which continues t o delight and excite many visually impaired children
who participate in the event.
In 1980 Jaguar/Rover/Triumph ceased production of MGs as we know them,
and a major objective of the MGCC is to preserve the marque. Efforts include
sharing technical knowledge, teaching other MG owners how t o maintain their
cars, sharing supply sources and generally lending a hand to keep these plain,
simple but very satisfying machines on the road.
In 1991 the Washington DC Centre affiliated with the North American MGB
Register and during 1992 we volunteered t o host the MGB Register's National
Convention, which will take place at Dulles International Airport near Washington
DC from the 24th-26th of June 1994. In addition, four annual events keep the
Washington Centre in the public view. The Braille Rally mentioned earlier is complemented by the MG Car Club weekend, open to all MG owners, at Summit Point
raceway and currently seven of our members race in vintage events. At British
Car Day in Bowie, MD, one of the largest exclusive British Car events in the US,
the Club operates a booth t o speak with MG owners, recruit members and sell
regalia. Finally the Centre's prestigious Annual Awards Banquet is held for members and friends at the close of the season.
The primary voice of the MG Car Club is our monthly newsletter, "TheSpark"
and we are proud of our newsletter and what it represents a s the main contact
between the members and Club Officers.
While other clubs have come and gone in the nation's Capitol, the MG Car
Club remain strong and active. We look forward t o welcoming you at "MG '94" t o
'Cruisin' the Capitol'!

(Editor's Note-My spellchecker went berserk while transposing this feature but
the Washington DC Centre are quite correct to continue to use the proper spelling o f
the word CENTRE!)
Key personnel for "MG '94"-The North American MGB Register's National
Convention:
Director of Administration-Bob Watkin
Director of Operations-Bob Vitrikas
For further convention information write: "MG '94", P.O. Box 6777, Arlington, VA
22206

FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Rick "Ernie" lngram
Hello there! As the time has come for many of us throughout North America
to put our MGBs away for hibernation, I hope all of you read the Sept./Oct. issue
of the "Drioer"which contained some fine storage hints for the safety and welfare
of your MG.
I would like to make two additional suggestions. One, talk to your insurance
agent to make sure your comprehensive coverage is intact. Two, a box or two of
D-Con is a lot less expensive than a new wiring harness, a new interior or both.
Mice are not too picky when it comes to meals during the winter!
This period of inactivity we call winter is also a good time to go through the
mechanicals of your car and make those little repairs you have been putting off
all driving season. Buy your spare parts and install them now, while you are not
too rushed to finish the job, which is usually before the next weekend meet you
wish to drive to in your MG! Too many of us are guilty of the "out of sight-out of
mind" syndrome. By properly repairing and storing your MG now, it will be ready
for trouble free touring in the spring!
1994 promises to be a banner year for the MG enthusiast. The Register has
two very successful conventions under its belt, and in talking with the coordinators for "MG '94"in Washington, DC, it will be no exception. Lots of activities and
a surprise or two are in store for you! Start making plans NOW, so you will be free
to 'Cruise the Capitol'. I know that you will not want to miss out on the fun and
fellowship.
University Motors 18th Annual Summer Party, held the third weekend in
August will feature pre-war cars this coming year. Another great turnout is
expected and if you have never attended one of the UML Summer Parties I encourage you to make the trek north this year. The cars are magnificent and the camaraderie even greater.
Numerous British car events are held throughout the driving season and a
partial listing can be found inside the back cover of the "MGB Drioer" as well as
from your local club and various parts suppliers. '"B" active this year-DRIVE
your MG to at least one meet!
I hope that 1994 is safe and prosperous for all of you and your families.
Octagonally,
Ernie
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J The Largest, Most Extensive
Inventory in the World!

We stock obscure a s well a s common items.
Our commitment to re-tooling obsolete spares
insures the complete and correct restoration of
your classic MG sports car.
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No Risk Shopping!

We want you to be happy with the components
you get from us! We have the best returns
policy in the business and always go
the extra mile to keep you satisfied.

J Convenient Hours, Open Sunday Too!

Our longer hours make it more convenient for
you to shop for the parts you need, especially
and 7 am to 4 pm Saturday and Sunday.
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Faster Service!

We ship over 90% of our orders the same day
they are received from warehouses in both
California and New Jersey. Order by

J

Free Illustrated Catalogs!

Our famous, comprehensive catalogs
help you find the parts you need
quickly and easily. Just specify
the edition you need: MG TC-TD-TF,
MGA, MGB or SpriteIMidget.

J
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Free Color Quarterly Newsletter!

Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with
specially priced sale items, new product
releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.

Quality Parts, First Class Service!

Give us a call, we know that you'll be pleased!

MOSS MOTORS, LTD.

P.O. Box 847 7200 Hollister Avenue
Goleta, California 931 16
805-968-1041

800-235-6954

Toll-Free Ordering in U.S.A. & Canada

FROM THE MIDGET REGISTRAR
Bruce Wyckoff
Continuing the Story of the Modern Midget
In the Spring of 1966, the GAN4 Midget was introduced at the London Auto
Show held at Earls Court. It went into production in October of 1966 and made its
first appearance on American soil in 1967.
The only major change over its CAN3 predecessor was the addition of a
'detuned' 1275cc Mini Cooper engine to replace the 1098cc from the year before.
To keep both the engine and Midget cost down (after all this car was supposed to
be Cheap and Cheerful!) a different crankshaft was used. The engine, denoted by
the numbers 12CC and 12DD still produced 65 bhp @ 6,000 rpm compared to 61
bhp for the 1098. As a side note the Mini Cooper 'tuned' engine produced 76 bhp
@ 6,000 rpms.
This Midget had a maximum speed of 93.5 MPH (with the top up) and would
get from zero to 60 MPH in 13 seconds. This was 5 seconds better than last year's
model but it still maintained 30 miles per gallon and had a cruising range of
around 180 miles. The net result of this engine change was that the Midget was no
longer underpowered and would move smoothly and effortlessly while shifting
and driving, and although opinions vary, many consider the CAN4 Midget to be
the 'best' Midget ever.
Another noteworthy change was that the new top was attached to the car and
folded down, instead of being removed and stowed away. This was the beginning
of the 'chrome strip' that many of you see along the back of your Midgets today.
So the outward appearance was little different from the CAN3, but the quickness and handling was better and the Midget was priced very competitively
against other foreign sports cars in the US market. The GAN4 Midget with wire
wheels ($2,174) was competing against the MGB ($2,670), Ope1 GT ($3,348), TR6
($3,348) and the Triumph Spitfire ($2,295).
Speaking of Triumph, a major change happened during the production run of
the GAN4, which ended in October 1969 with 22,469 having been made. In May of
1968, British Motor Holdings had merged with Leyland to become the British
Leyland Motor Corporation. Under the direction of Donald Stokes, Triumph personnel started taking more and more control of the entire British Leyland
Corporation. The employees at Abingdon were concerned because they now
seemed t o be under the thumb of their 'arch-rivals'. The once independent MG
spirit which once ran through the factory, became "Leylandized" with men in gray
suits! So with MG now under the control of Leyland (and Triumph) the Midget
moved to the next phase ... GAN5.
(A trivia note to all you Midget historians. Although the vast majority of
Midgets and Sprites were produced at Abingdon, there was a period during 1967
whereby 476 Midgets and 489 Sprites were built at Cowley just outside Oxford!)
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MGA + MGB + MGC + Midget
We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
Our low selling price is on the same page as the part you need.
We also stock a wide variety of OEM and reproduction parts
plus accessories to help "Keep'em On The Road.':.

.

Call For Your Free Catalog Today !
Order 9 to 5
7 Days A Week

-

Toll Free All USA & Canada

800-255-0088
Worldwide Orders 913-599-3299
Worldwide Fax

913-541-8500

British Motor Heritage Approved Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD

P.O. Box 14991 Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991

ANTIPODEAN ASSEMBLIES-THE MCB-CKD STORY
Don Bishop, Registrar MCCC MCB Register
Australian MGB Photos by Art Beloit
Several years ago I processed a Register application from Australia and the
MGB on the application was declared as "Made in Australia"! Not only that, but a
strange looking chassis number was quoted, with the prefix 'YGHN'! This surprised me somewhat as until then I thought that all our favorites were assembled
complete at Abingdon, after complete shells had been delivered from Pressed
Steel of course. Since that time I've been appealing on a regular basis for more
information on MGBs assembled in Australia and several more 'Y' prefixes have
surfaced, but now we can update part of the CKD story.
First a word or two to explain "CKD" for those unacquainted with the term.
CKD stands for "Completely Knocked Down" and in this context refers to a vehicle which is exported to another country crated, but in pieces, for assembly in the
destination country. The logic behind this type of production is simple, economics. It is cheaper, for instance to ship regular sized crates of unassembled parts,
than it is complete cars. The latter usually call for specialized ships, whereas the
cube-like crates can go into more traditional cargo vessels. Then, if for instance,
the volume of sales of a model is sufficient for the manufacturer to consider actually making that model in the destination country, the capital costs of producing
the tools to make the car can be avoided if those parts themselves are made in
the 'home' country and exportedJimported, leaving in the main just the cost of
assembly abroad.
Then again, the cost of the car to the buyer can be kept down by the use of
local labor for assembly; plus, if perhaps the importing country maintains a lower
rate of import duty on parts for assembly, than it does for complete cars, here's
another good reason to use 'local content' in terms of labor and some materials.
In the case of the CKD-MGB, the local content element worked out to something
over 50% of the total ex-factory cost of the cars
That's the logic of the "CKD" syndrome and I now have a fair amount of information to help solve what has been a mystery to many for so long. It now seems
that the MCA, the Sprite and then the MGB were assembled "Down Under" at least
(in the case of the earlier models) since 1960, by the Pressed Metal Corp. on what
must have been a sub-contract basis. However sales of the MGB proved so good
that it became feasible for BMC (as it was then) to take on its own assembly in a
new plant exclusive to the MGB and the Midget. The plant appears to have been
started up in Sydney somewhere
around the beginning of 1968,
but the production period was to be
relatively short--of which more later!
Most of the parts needed to
make the cars were
exportedJimported tightly
packed in the aforesaid
crates, one crate containing
most of the parts for one
MGB. Major mechanical
bits were imported completely assembled and

some of the panels arrived welded in place, for example, door skins on door
frames. On arrival and after passing through customs the crates were unpacked
and passed to the appropriate place in the assembly plant. Engines were all run
on the bench for half an hour and were thoroughly tested. Any necessary assembly of other parts such as steering, suspension, etc. was performed before they
reached the assembly line.
The basic shell was assembled onto jigs and was then welded in the main
plant body shop. When completed in this form the shell had all the other bits and
pieces welded, or hung on (valances, rear fenders, rockers, then front fenders and
doors) seams were lead filled (ah, the good old days!) and body blemishes eradicated. Then it went to the paint shop where it was thoroughly coated with antirust paint in the RotoDip. Further protection was added before priming and color
finishing.
The painted shell then went to the dedicated assembly block and line, where
(shades of Abingdon) it was pushed from station to station of which there were
fourteen. A lower number of workers hung on more pieces each than would be
the case on the average self-powered assembly line. Each shell was accompanied
by its own bin of parts and the line was more or less, "S" shaped. Minor items
went on first, followed by the suspension (applied on the second leg of the 'S',
waiting to have the shell lowered onto it) then engine, transmission, seats, trim
and all the rest. The complete MGB was then driven to the third leg and given a
roller test of mechanical ability (i.e. did it work?!) and a final check. Outside then
to a 'washboard' paved area to check for rattles and loose bits, and thence to the
delivery park.
According to our source, a choice of body colors was available but all cars
had black trim. Wire wheels and overdrive were standard items, and from what
records we have there seems to have been a mixture of Roadsters and GTs
Continued on page 12

Antipodean Assemblies - continued from Page 11
involved. These cars were hand assembled using, obviously enough, large jigs for
panel alignment. Tires, batteries, paint and trim were local materials and a range
of special accessories was available. (Ever seen a Kangaroo bar for an MGB?!Ed.)
Production continued throughout 1968/69/70 and 1971; but an ominous sign
for the future of the CKD-MGB came in May of 1972 when apparently the assembly of CKD-Midgets ceased. The Australian Federal Government had announced
that by 1974 import tariff concessions would be abolished in pursuance of its protectionist policy, which literally moved the goalposts by insisting that locally
assembled cars with less than 85% 'local content' would be subject to heavy
import duty rates.
At the time the CKD-MGB was selling at about $3,600 and BLMC (by then)
decided that the market wouldn't stand the extra cost involved. The final white
MGB came off the line in November 1972 and was accorded a P.R. promo "wake"
with all the trappings-wreaths, black ribbons, mourning armbands, and a top
hatted funeral director leading the cortege to the memorial service with an eulogy-the absolute lot! It was quite clear that no more MGs would be assembled, or
even imported by Leyland; and if anyone wanted an MGB they'd have to import
the car individually. Just the way their predecessors had to, up to 1934 when the
first official MG dealership was established. It was indeed the end of an era and
foreshadowed what was to come 8 years later at Abingdon.
Australian production must have made a significant addition to the total
number of MGBs produced, whereas hitherto only Abingdon production figures
have been quoted, as far as I know. Would anyone with any further knowledge
about the actual number of cars produced, or chassis prefix numbers etc., or
indeed any further information on CKD-MGBs please contact the "MGB Driver" s o
that we can bring the story up to date. In closing I am indebted to Robert Gibson
of New South Wales for sending me information and cuttings from the time on the
fascinating saga on the MGBs built 'down under'.
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A FINE EXAMPLE OF A LOW MILEAGE M C B
This MGB built in February of 1980, and Brooklands Green in color, has led a
very sheltered life having covered only 2,828 miles to date! Many of the original
factory stickers are still attached to the car which is a non-overdrive example. For
example the MG factory label is still on the oil cap and the build tag is affixed to
the inside front fender.
Wax still adorns the inside of the fenders and it is interesting to note the
later, different type of 'otter' switch in the top of the radiator. The only non-standard addition is the Kenwood stereo which was dealer installed upon delivery.
GWDJ2AG ...GU23T 991553 with engine #18V883AEL 047014 was sold by Dick
Bremer of Ann Arbor, Michigan last July and now is in the loving hands of David
Kalt, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Less than 3,000 miles on the speedo!

Note the original MC factory tag attached to the oil filler cap!

CONVERTING TO OVERDRIVE,
WHICH DRIVESHAFT?
If you plan to keep your MGB into the foreseeable future ('foreseeable'
because a cynic once proclaimed that the day he bought his MGB, and the day he
sold it were the two happiest days of his life!), and particularly if you undertake
any highway driving, consider converting your standard transmission to overdrive. If you have ever changed out a clutch, you already know how to do 95% of
the job yourself. That leaves only the cost of an overdrive gearbox which used
typically range from $250-300. Make sure you have a reputable expert check it
over prior to installation. For myself I highly recommend Geoff Rood of Merriam,
Kansas. This is money well spent to reduce the odds of not discovering a problem with the unit until after it is in the car! If you have any questions about the
conversion procedure or wiring the overdrive, feel free to give me a call.
Exchanging the original, standard gearbox in your MGB for an overdrive version may require a different length driveshaft, and several people have asked me
which driveshaft they should use--and recently Dan Deener from Arkansas,
Kansas (say what?!-Ed)
asked me about this question of length.
The answer may be found on page 32 of the Moss MGB catalog (Edition 4.0).
To summarize, it appears that ALL cars (overdrive or standard transmission) that
were originally fitted with the all-synchro gearbox and "tube" type rear axle (1968
model year from car #I38401 on), use the same length driveshaft: 31%".
Accordingly you should be able to use the same driveshaft when converting these
cars from standard to overdrive transmission.
The 'driveshaft dilemma' arises if you are converting a 1967 or earlier MGB
with an original bsynchro gearbox, or if you are installing a 3-synchro overdrive
in a later car. The correct driveshaft for a 3-synchro gearbox (whether overdrive
or standard) depends upon whether the MGB in question has a "banjo" or "tube"
type rear axle. All GTs came with the 'tube' type. Roadsters through 1966 have the
earlier 'banjo' unit, most 1967 Roadsters came with 'banjo', but not all!
A 3-synchro standard gearbox requires a 30" driveshaft to mate properly with
a 'banjo' rear end. A 31W driveshaft is required to mate with the 'tube' type.
Converting to overdrive the 3-synchro requires a 31%"driveshaft for proper connection to a 'banjo' rear axle, a 32" driveshaft for the 'tube' type
Some owners have installed all-synchro gearboxes in 1967 and earlier MGBs.
This involves hammering out the tunnel from underneath to make room for the
later style transmission, a move sure to give any purist instant indigestion!
Assuming the original banjo rear end is left in place, who knows what length driveshaft is needed with the later, all-synchro box. I don't!
Driveshafts should be measured fully extended, from one flange to the other.
The length of the shaft when installed is critical. At rest the driveshaft should be
about half way extended, thereby allowing for give and take on a bumpy road. If
you try to force the wrong length driveshaft by installing it fully collapsed, or fully
extended, you can expect all kinds of weird vibrations and future problems!
The 32" driveshaft can be hard to find, since only GTs before 1968 and some
1967 Roadsters were fitted with that length originally. If however, this is what you
need, then I can recommend Driveline Service in Kansas City, who can extend or
shorten your driveshaft to any specification and balance the assembly. Finally be
sure to check and renew any loose U-joints before installing the driveshaft in your
car.
Mike McMullen, Kansas City MG Car Club, (816)361-5370
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MOTO-LITA
STEERING WHEELS
These great steering
wheels are now available
in the USA. The writer had
a Moto-Lita wheel on his
show car some fifteen
years ago and you really
have to-feel the-quality df
the Connolly leather in
your hands to appreciate
what a difference this
wheel can make to your
driving! Moto-Lita have
opened up in Florida and
stock a wide range of
wheels for the MGB and
Midget.
The aluminum alloy
rim and spokes are in one
piece, with no joins in the
metalwork, thus making
the wheel unlikely to frac" 0 ,
ture even under severe
impact, an important safety feature. Various hubs
are offered including O.E.,
billet and a standard black
economy model and include horn push and correct MG logo. For further details
call Moto-Lita on (305)776-BRIT or fax them on (305)772-8383.

tc G

MGB TO BE 'CODDLED' TO EXTINCTION?!
Offered without comment from the December issue of "Popular Classics" the
leading English classic car magazine.
"Is the MGB in danger of turning into a concours only car? Is the number of
'Bs in everyday use diminishing? Will our brave sports car boys soon be unable
to afford the world's most popular sports car?
It seems that an increasing number of 'enthusiasts' are restoring MGBs to
such high standards that they no longer drive them, Hmmm!
Evidence of this comes from various quarters and is extremely alarming. I
have noticed a growing proportion of better-than-new 'Bs at shows this year,
including our own 'Popular Classics' Roadshow series.
"Drive it? You must be joking, it's far to good for that," was the comment I got
from one proud owner when I suggested he might like to loan it to me for a feature. Trying to find a suitable MGB for a trip to France, an MGB owner of my
acquaintance told me, yes, I could drive it for a few miles as long as it wasn't raining. When 1 replied that my intention was to take it across the Channel, he startContinued on page 18
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MC News - Continued from page 17
ed making suggestions as to which mental institution would suit me best! He didn't like it when I said he was the 'nutter' if all he intended to do with his 'B was
polish it on Sunday mornings!
The irony of the situation is that the MGB is surely the most usable sports car
ever made. It's not the most exciting form of transport since Noah's Ark, but it is
extremely reliable, thanks to the B-Series engine, reasonably fast and exceptionally comfortable. And you don't have to worry about parts wearing out because
you can buy everything you could possibly need for a 'B.
Despite all this it now seems possible (well, to me at any rate) that you soon
won't be able to see one of these lovely cars out in the rain, or more than five
miles from home, unless it's a dog-eared one mistakenly used for everyday transport. And even those will be bought eventually by those strange folk who think a
car's rightful place is in an air-conditioned garage!
I'm thinking of conducting a campaign against this sort of thing. 'Ban the
Concours' would seem a suitable slogan. Will you join me?"
Martin Hodder, Editor, "Popular Classics" magazine

"THE SOURCE"
For All Your MG Needs

(Martin did eventually borrow an MCB, and in the magazine was a great article
on driving the car through France, which we hope to reproduce in a future issue of
the "MGB Driver" because that's what it's all about! Drive it or lose it should be the
motto of every MCB driver!
For subscription details to "Popular Classics" write Tower House, Sovereign
Park, Lathkill St., Market Harborough, Leics, LEI6 9EF,England or call 011-44-858468888. You'll not get a better magazine!-Ed)

INVESTMENT IN A LEGEND

NEW MOTORHEAD CATALOG
We have received from Jeff at Motorhead the latest issue of their MGB catalog, subtitled "a diagnostic sourcebook, and found it most interesting and a must
for any Register member to have in their library. 128 pages of illustrations for the
main mechanical components of the 'B, are complemented by a useful series of
helpful information and technical tips presented in a very informal fashion. In
addition, there are several pages of period advertisements for the MGB through
the years. All items depicted are priced in the sourcebook, but Jeff also points out
that Motorhead also undertakes full service restorations, and gearbox and engine
rebuilds, plus a selection of used parts. Get in touch with Motorhead at 800-5273140 (they are based in Arlington, Virginia) for your copy of this entertaining
piece of MGB literature (we can't really call it a catalog!) Motorhead, 3221 Wilson
Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22201. Please mention you saw it in the "MCB Driver"
when vou call.
d

M & G VINTAGE AUTO
265 ROUTE 17
P.O. BOX 226
TUXEDO PARK, NY 10987
Toll Free 800-631-8990
In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613
Catalogs available upon request,
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop, do component
rebuilding and restoration, and have
a Showroom of Vintage cars.

Authorired Mosr Distributor

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE

LETTERS TO T H E REGISTER
WHERE 'B YOU IN VIRGINIA?
Dear Register,
Please renew my membership-check enclosed! I am really enjoying the
"MCBDriver", not only is the content interesting, it is very well written and edited. Sorry I had to miss the first two National Conventions, but DC for '94 is already
on my calendar and hopefully I'll be there.
Couldn't help but be amused that our new Service Recommendation
Coordinator, Steve Brown is from Schenectady, NY.It seems that we were out on
a 2,000 mile cruise in our '73 MGB when news of his appointment reached us via
the "Driver"and guess what? Our only difficulty on the entire trip was a broken
speedo angle drive in ... you guessed it ... Schenectady!
Here in southwest Virginia our one local affiliation is the British Automobile
Club in Roanoke, and despite seeing lots of 'Bs around I am the only representative of the breed among active members, and there does seem to be a problem
getting 'B types to join. This in an area that supports an active TR ... ph club! Is
this a problem nationally? Is this because 'B owners, unlike owners of some other
British marques still regard their cars simply a s reliable transport? l recall in the
Summer of '92 we were returning from Minnesota in our '76 MGB and spotted
another in a scenic overlook on the Mississippi. We stopped to chat which
stunned the other 'B owner. No other MGB owner had ever stopped to talk cars
with him before, nor could he understand why anyone would want to. He was really fond of his 'B and what's more he was British!
I guess this is some form of compliment for our marque. It's not like the others ... it's useful! But maybe we do have an education job before us-to convince
other owners that the MGB is not too good to be collectible! On a closing note,
about that famous number 251, the sum of the digits is eight, the same number of
sides an octagon has. Hmmm!
Regards,
Allen Bachelder
New Castle, VA
(Thanks for the kind comments Allen. Over the course of a lengthy involvement
with MCs, I've found that there are some people who just are NOT club minded.
Certainly here in California where we have more 'Bs than anywhere else (8 out o f
ten came here!), it sometimes seems that as long as it's got four wheels, runs, and
the top takes down it's fairly 'cool' dude, and what would I need a club for? The situation is certainly different in Europe, especially the UK. where joining a club is seen
as the next requirement after buying the car!-Ed.)

TO THE M C HALL OF FAME?
Dear Register,
Any 'MG Hall of Fame' should include Ronnie Bucknum who drove an SCCA
production MGB to 2nd overall in the big car race at Laguna Seca about thirty
years ago. Following behind a Cobra, he beat ALL the Corvettes, ALL the Porsches
etc., and these Corvettes were not exactly slow on this course.

I well remember the Mercedes-Benz Gullwings valiantly trying to keep up with
them. A future article on Bucknum and his car would, I feel, be of great interest to
readers of the "Driver".
Sincerely,
T.P. Rebman
Capitola, CA
(Well, I for one have never heard ofMr. Bucknum, but it sounds like a great story
and we will research his exploits through our contacts at "Road & Track". Watch this
space!-Ed.)

AN OPEN LElTER ON CONCOURS/CONDITION EVENTS
Dear Register,
I would like to take this opportunity t o share a few thoughts to the newly initiated car show entrant. I have been involved with car shows for the past 34 years
as a spectator, entrant, and judge, and feel it's time t o give a few suggestions to
the neophyte in this rewarding and frustrating hobby. This is not meant to step
on any toes and I would hope that all take it in the spirit in which it is written.
First, (speaking a s a judge) if you are going to enter your car, make sure that
it is prepared properly. I have judged a good many cars that didn't belong in a car
show, and personally I have sometimes thought that if the vehicle were mine, I
would have been ashamed t o have anyone see it in that condition. The first and
foremost part of the preparation is cleanliness. If you show your car then for
Pete's sake show it t o its best advantage and that is CLEAN! I have seen cars competing with dirty engine, dirty interiors and just plain dirty all over. If you take
time to enter, take time t o clean up the car.
Secondly, look over the other cars in your class and be honest with yourself.
Are the other cars better than yours? Remember, I said be honest! If they are, then
they surely will score higher than yours. If possible see if you can obtain a copy
of a blank judging form s o you can see how many areas of consideration there are,
and what points are awardedfdeducted for each area. This will be beneficial to
you in preparing properly for the next show.
When you show your Roadster show it with the top up. The judges will want
to see the top regardless, and it is much less of a hassle if it is already erected.
Empty out all the unnecessary items you might have in the car, and the trunk, and
store them on the ground behind your MG. It is embarrassing for you, and time
consuming for a judge to wait while you dig through and remove picnic baskets,
clothing, tools, etc.
Now, (speaking a s a long time competitor) I would advise going to a show
with the idea that you are going t o display your car, talk t o some interesting people, get a good suntan and in general, view a lot of nice MGs. Forget about winning!
If you do, that's great, if not there's always next time. These suggestions are especially appropriate when your car is put into what I will call a 'catch-all' class ...
"Sports Cars to 1968" for example. If you ever are in a class like that, then unless
you have a 100-point car, you really take your chances on a trophy. Another troublesome area t o me is the "Popular Vote" show where the winner is sometimes
decided by a real 'crap shoot'! No one can ever really predict how this one will
come out, there are just too many variables.
Continued on page 24
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A N EARLY EXAMPLE, M C B #309
Carl- -- Palczewski, Manhattan Beach, CA

-

An all time classic built July, 1962.

A pristine engine bay.

--

~ettersto the Register - Continued from page
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Finally, (as a spectator) if you take the time to go to a show, with or without
your car, talk to the people there who are showing their cars. It's a rewarding and
informative experience, and it's amazing how much information and good tips on
showing and restoration you can pick up. You will see many finely prepared automobiles on display which brings me back to my first point. If you are going to take
your car make sure it's prepared properly.
Go, enjoy, have fun, and think of a trophy as an added bonus for an enjoyable
day! Hope to see you at the next show.
George Herschell, (an addict of 34 years!) '52 TD, '54 TF, '66 MGB
Webster, NY

INCORPORATING
COSTELLO ENGINEERING

(shipping included)
The Chicagoland MGB Club Gearbox Raffle was
won by Brian Collacott of Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
As Brian already has an overdrive gearbox, he chose
to sell it back to the Chicagoland MGB Club.
This is a type LH gearbox with a new cone clutch,
new synchro rings, new seals, bearings, switches,
gaskets, etc. It will be assembled with the proper
speedometer gear and speedometer pinion to match
your car. Please specify car year when remitting your
check. Installation is your responsibility. Shipping
will be paid within the continental U.S. The first check
all other checks will be
for $995 buys the ge
753 for additional informareturned. Phone (701
tion. Send check to:

Costello V-8 Conversions
Costello Parts & Fuel Injection
Complete Repair; Restoration& Parts for ALL MG'S
Robin Weatherall - Jack Jenkins - Ken Costello

-

8370 OLIVE BLVD. - ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63132 USA
TEL: 314/567-5911
FAX:314/567-5818

LOVE BRITISH CARS?
magazine devoted
exclus~velyto all
British cars, from
classic to contemporary!

$31.95 mo YEAR
One Year

Charge by phone!

Chi

and MGIB Club

-

- --

P.O. BOX 455

Addison, Illinois 60101
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The Register's "Good Samaritan Award" for 1993
Goes to Bill Skillington, Klamath Falls, OR
On Tuesday, June 22nd last year, my wife, Barb and I were headed for St.
Louis to attend "MG '93". It was a beautiful, top down sort of a day and our 1977
MGB was performing perfectly. Running strong and carefree more than 200 miles
from home on lnterstate 80 some 70 miles west of Des Moines, Iowa when the car
quit running!
I was able to get the car off to the side of the road and that was it ... everything was dead and the MGB would just not turn over! I must confess that my
mechanical abilities are next to nothing. Sure, I can spit and polish to make the
car look good, but to make it run was something I was at a loss to do. There we
were, bonnet up with cars whizzing by at freeway speeds and a feeling of desperation crept in and visions of being stranded on that desolate lnterstate forever!
Then, seeming out of nowhere, our "Good Samaritan" appeared in the form
of Bill Skillington, a retired supermarket owner, from Klamath Falls in Oregon,
who stopped and wondered if he could help us, having seen that we were having
problems. Maybe it was because he saw a sports car in trouble, it happens that
Bill is a Corvette enthusiast and was on his way to the National Corvette meet in
Illinois and was planning to buy another Corvette at the show and take it home
with him. So, you guessed it ... Bill was towing a beautiful (and best of all empty!)
car trailer. He suggested that we load the MGB on his trailer and press on.
Needless to say we jumped at the opportunity!
Once again we headed to Des Moines and I suggested to Bill that he 'unload'
us at some dealership along the freeway and we would search out someone who
could diagnose the problem and fix it. However, he would not hear of this and
four or five phone calls later we located Dave Walker at British Motors Ltd. Bill
then hauled us to the garage and waited until our problem (a dead alternator) was
diagnosed before he would leave and be on his way. I asked him how much we
were in his debt and he just said "Oh nothing, I was glad I was able to help!" ...
what a super guy! British Motors also stayed open late to fit a rebuilt Lucas alternator and a special thanks to them also, for a great job and reasonable prices.
Let me tell you, fellow Register members, that in this age of mistrust and r i p
off artists there are STILL good and helpful people in this world. Bill Skillington is
one of them and I for one will never forget what he did for us on that bright June
day when things looked s o gloomy for us on Interstate 80. We will be forever
grateful to him!
Larry Henle, Marshall, MN

Our "GoodSamaritan" Bill Skillington posed with my wife, Barb, the best navigator
there is! Note the EMPTY trailer.

(At the Register's Annual General Meeting in Chicago a suitable plaque recognizing Bill's effortwas awarded to him-our Good Samaritan Award for 1993! As for
Larry, he has donated a Good Samaritan Award for future episodes such as this!)

Bill loads our broken 'Bonto his trailer 70 miles west o f Des Moines, Iowa. Note
long sh-etch o f EMPTY highway!

A NEW REGISTRAR F O R THE V8s
Hello! My name is Kurt Schley and through the kind efforts of John Twist,
Jerome Rosenberger, and Ken Smith, I was recently offered the position of NAMGBR V-8 Registrar. After 10 long milliseconds of consideration, I eagerly accepted.
Acting a s the V-8 Registrar will mesh well with my life for two reasons: 1) My personal order of life's priorities is family, MG V-8s, career, food and sleep. 2) I
recently began publishing "The MG V8 Newsletter" which is devoted strictly t o
stock and conversion MG V8s (and V6s). I have always been a car buff and drove
a '57 MGA through much of high school, thus necessarily developing some
mechanical skills. Since then dozens of cars have passed through my hands
(Many of which I would dearly love t o have now!) but MGs have always remained
my favorites. Three years ago I purchased a 1973 MGB which was on its deathbed, a victim of the rustworm. Midway through the car's restoration, I was parts
searching at a British swap meet. An MGB GT motoring slowly through the crowd
attracted my attention. Instead of the normal four cylinder's slightly high pitched
putter, this motor muttered and growled in deep bass. The car parked nearby and
the owner lifted the hood t o reveal a four-barrel carburetor perched atop a gleaming aluminum V8. The GT's owner turned out t o be Glen Towery, a pioneer in US
MG V8 conversions. After talking to Glen and salivating over his car, I was thoroughly hooked! In short order I began my own conversion, met some more MG V8
owners, and started the newsletter. I intend t o be an "activist" type of Registrar
who does more than merely keep records of who has what car. Through the
"Driver", "The MG V8 News[etlerJ', numerous articles in other auto-related publications, and by active participation with current and perspective MG V8 owners,
I would like to: 1) Increase the availability and quantity of V8 technical information available. 2) Foster more interest in MG V8s from both the MG fraternity and
from other auto enthusiasts. 3) Promote more communication between current
owners. If these goals are t o be realized, 1 need input and participation from those
in the V8 Register. Please drop me a line o r call with any suggestions o r requests
about how you would like t o see the V8 Register evolve, offer services, o r any
information you would like t o see presented. I can be reached c/o: "The MG V-8
Newsletter", 1855 Northview Rd., Rocky River, OH 44116, o r phone 216-331-4205.
If you reach my recorder, please leave a daytime number where I can return your
call.

GOT AN EARLY MGB? GO FOR THE SYNCHRO
Russ Wilson, San Diego MC Club

...

All early MGBs used the MGA transmission with a non-synchronized first
gear. It was not until the 1968 model year that the fully synchronized transmission developed for the MGC was fitted t o the MGB.
Years of driving my '63 'B taught me there are three ways to shift these things
into first gear:
1. Shift a t precisely t h e right time after depressing the clutch, that is, once
the gears have slowed enough to avoid clashing, but before they have completely stopped in what is invariably the wrong position!
2. Pull the shift lever back towards second just enough t o engage the 2nd
gear synchro, then go immediately into first.
3. Grind 'em!, by shifting promptly after depressing the clutch. (This technique is favored by friends and neighbors whose own cars are full synchromesh.)
Until technique 1 or 2 is mastered, one risks being run over by some Detroitbuilt land yacht, while you a r e frantically trying t o get into neutral when the s t o p
light turns green. In fact, even these two methods are not foolproof and a frequent
driver tends t o get familiar with making second gear starts in a pinch. (I have
assumed no Register member would resort t o the third method!)
Over the years, I have developed the subconscious habit of routinely using
the second gear synchro. No problem ... at least not until the synchro wore out
from this double duty. Then getting into 2nd gear also proved unpleasant. At the
time, the transmission and differential were the only significant parts of the car I
was not familiar with, and the array of special tools shown in the manual made
me reluctant t o dive in t o replace the synchro rings. Installing a new transmission
seemed t o be the best solution, but at that time (1979) the newest replacement
would have been 12 years old; finding one in which the same problem was neither
present o r imminent was unlikely.
Continued on page 32

THE BEST OF BRITISH

A Vickers VCIO provides the background for a trio o f MGBs. On the left is a 1977 Roadstet; in the center a 1973 MCB GT V8, and on the right a 1966 classic MGB Roadster. Photo by
Mark Dixon, "PopularClassics".
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or the Synchro - Continued horn page 29

1 therefore decided t o fit the most recent synchromesh transmission I could
find, and in the process learned a number of points which could be useful t o anyone interested in this swap.
In the 1965 model year, when the %main-bearing engine (types 18G and
18GA) was upgraded t o 5-main-bearing (the 18GB engine) the rear of the crankshaft was modified significantly, and required a different flywheel. The synchro
transmission, which came out three years later with a still different flywheel
(smaller diameter) was, of course, fit t o the 18GB style crank. Also t h e shape of
the transmission bellhousing was changed, s o the 18GfGA rear engine mounting
plate will not bolt directly t o it. This makes the transmission exchange fall into
one of two distinctly different situations, depending upon whether one has a 3 or
a 5-main-bearing engine.

5-MAIN BEARING ENGINE
The synchromesh transmission was designed for this engine, s o its mounting plate fits the bolt pattern of the engine. However the smaller flywheel
required a different position for the starter, which in turn interfered with the
position of the original oil filter. So all three of these items must be replaced
with the post-1967 versions. Allegedly this is straightforward, but 1 have not verified it. (My experience here is limited t o having studied these parts long
enough t o decide they couldn't possibly fit
my %main engine, a s 1 had been assured
they would by a vendor who did not
appreciate the %main / 5-main issue!)
A fringe benefit of this exchange is
being able t o replace the old starter
sometimes balky Bendix spring, with the
modern solenoidengaged unit, however
the later oil filter is the poorly designed
inverted unit, which leaves the engine
without oil a bit longer while it fills
when t h e engine is started.
3-MAIN-BEARING ENGINE
The smaller flywheel will not bolt
t o the 3-main crankshaft, s o the
above swaps will not work. This
would not b e a problem except the
old style rear engine mounting
plate must b e used to keep the
starter in the right position for
the original flywheel, and the synchro transmission will not bolt
directly to the old mounting plate.
It is, however, relatively easy t o modify the plate. Some of the
bolt holes in the plate are in the correct position; several new ones
may b e drilled to fit the new bell housing and the corresponding old
holes abandoned. One bolt hole in the transmission just barely misses

the plate altogether. Ideally a piece of metal would b e welded to the plate and a
hole drilled t o accommodate this bolt. 1 instead fabricated an 'L' shaped spacer
that allowed me t o clamp the bolt around the edge of the plate.
A larger pilot bearing was used with the $main engine, and therefore with the
synchro transmission a s well, s o t h e mating hole in the end of the %main crankshaft must b e bored out to receive it. (Useful tip! Save the old bearing. It's outside
diameter is the same a s the inside diameter of the new bearing, s o it may be
slipped on the end of your old clutch alignment tool, which will then fit the new
setup perfectly.) You could instead turn down the end of the transmission first
motion shaft t o fit the old bearing, but then you would have a non-standard transmission that would fit very few engines. Although this is more work than for a 5main, the Smain swap does not require changing any auxiliary engine equipment,
which leaves the engine with its original appearance.

POINTS IN COMMON
In both cases the rear transmission mounts and the coupling t o the driveshaft will operate without modification. However the shift lever on t h e synchro
transmission is located about 2" aft of the original lever's position where it will hit
the rear edge of the large access holes in both the car body and the transmission
tunnel cover. This is t h e stamped metal piece that forms t h e bulge under the carpet around the lever. The body hole is easily enlarged (only about an inch needs
t o be cut out), but the shape of the cover is such that a very sharply-contoured
rear end would be left if its hole were similarly cut, and the chrome ring around
the shift boot would not fit. Therefore, the cover should b e lengthened to move
the existing hole rearward by about 1W". This is quite easily done by cutting the
cover in two, just in front of the hole, separating the two pieces by that distance
and making a fiberglass patch t o fill the gap. To ensure the finished piece has the
correct shape it should be mounted on the tunnel while t h e patch cures. Several
new holes will have t o b e provided in the body t o accommodate the new position
of the screws for the rear section.
One final point. The speedometer drive gear in the later transmission has a
different ratio and will cause significant speedometer and odometer error. I found
the easiest fix was to have the speedometer recalibrated by a shop. However,
don't let the shop just test the car on a treadmill for only a mile. I learned the hard
way that it's just not accurate enough. Ask them to set it u p for 1325 revolutions
per mile (unless you use non-standard sized tires, then you're on your own!)
I have put over 80,000 miles on my 'B since installing the synchromesh transmission and it has operated flawlessly. It is definitely easier to drive than its predecessor and since I was able t o find a transmission with an overdrive, it is also
more pleasant on the freeway. While not a simple job, if the exchange is part of
an engine overhaul, o r a s in my case, part of necessary repairs to the original
transmission, it is a very worthwhile modification.

THECREAT DIPSTICK MYSTERY SOLVED!
Doug Jackson, British Automotive, Novato, CA
Recently in the pages of the "MCB Driver" a question was raised concerning
oil levels and dipsticks. Having now researched this thoroughly I present my findings a s follows, refer t o the photograph for visual explanation.
Both the original factory numbers, where known, and the Moss part numbers
(in parenthesis) are given t o make identification easier:
The lower dipstick in the photograph 12H74 (#451-350), dipstick tube 1B 1063
(#460-030), and dipstick boot 1B 1735 (#460-040) can be found on all 18G, 18GA
and 18GB engines, also this dipstick tube and boot can be found on all MGA
engine blocks. The MGA straight dipstick 11G64 is different, (Moss gives #451-350
which is a curved dipstick and used on the 18G, 18GA and 18GB engines) howeve r either dipstick can be used. The correct MGA oil pan is part 1G2508 (Moss
gives #460-370 which is the same a s the 18A and 18GA engines OE #12H395.18GB
engines use OE #12H 1426. (The Moss #460-375 is in error.) The oil pans used on
the 18G, 18GA and 18GB engines have an indentation immediately below the d i p
stick and the dipstick rests on this indentation.
The middle dipstick shown is part 12H 2964 (#451-355) and dipstick tube #?
(erroneous part #s both OE and Moss) and can be found on all 18GF, GH and GK
engines only. This dipstick has a built-in stop and locates in its matching dipstick
tube (this tube is NOT the same a s 1B 1063 (#460-030) although it is also threaded and screws into the engine block. In this case the dipstick does not rest on the
oil pan indentation, but is correct. The correct oil pan t o use is 12H1426.
Both the middle dipstick and the upper dipstick 12H 3963 (#451-345) and
tube 12H 3351 (#460-035) can be found on all 18V engine blocks. Both dipsticks
are interchangeable with the other, the dipstick tube is unique and is a press-in
fit type. The correct oil pan is 12H 3541 (#460-375) and can be immediately recognized by the lack of indentation at the base of the oil pan, also the drain pan oil
plug relocation. Although dipstick 12G 2964 (#451-355) was supposedly only fitted on 18V883 engine blocks (1977), I have seen these dipsticks on later cars.
Likewise I have also seen dipstick 12H 3963, from 1978 on, (#451-345) fitted in
some earlier 18V engine blocks. This is the same dipstick a s found on the Austin
Marina and it is possible that the dipsticks available at the time were used.
Note well: All five main bearing engine blocks, 18GB, 18GF, 18GH and 18GK
have a rear main bearing cap design which is different t o the 18V engine blocks.
This design allows for a greater amount of oil drainage by way of a machined slot
in the bearing cap. The matching oil pan 12H1426 is designed t o be used with
these engine blocks and has a wide channel incorporated in the design at the rear
of the oil pan. The l8V oil pan does not have this design built into it. The 18V rear
main bearing cap has two smaller holes machined into this cap, s o presumably
there is no need to have the wide channel incorporated into the oil pan design.
Using dipstick 1lG64 and 12H74 (#451-350) presents no problem when used
with dipstick tube B 1063 (#460-030) and oil pan 1G 2508/12H 395 (#460-370) along
with dipstick boot 1B 1735 (#460-040). Likewise when using dipstick 12H 2964
(#451-355) and 12H 3963 (#451-345) with the unidentified dipstick tube and d i p
stick tube 12H 3351 (#460-035) and oil pan 12H 1426 and 12H 3541 (#460-375)
there should also not be a problem.
By now you should be thoroughly confused, s o imagine how confusing it was
for me t o research this feature!

TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason
(We start with an Editor's note-Of all the conhibutors to the "MGB Driver" the
one I can always rely on is BOB! He never fails to deliver and we all owe him a vote
of thanks for the time and effort he puts into solving your problems, not only on this
page but also by phone. Thanks Bob!-M.R.)
First, a letter from Kinston, NC

The white 1979 MGB of the Register's Western Region Coordinator, Jon Nyhus,
Phoenix, Arizona.

...

Dear Bob,
I have really enjoyed your technical tips in the "MCB Driver" and I need some
help with my 1978 MGB. I have owned it for about eighteen months and have gradually been trying to improve it but the problem is this ...
The carburetor was changed to a Weber DGV and the air pump and gulp
valve have been removed. The engine runs very well and I've only changed the filter and plugs since I got the car. However I noticed a strong gas odor in the trunk
and discovered that the gas vent tank hose had been disconnected from the
vapor separator. I reconnected the hose from the vent pipe to the vapor separator, after which I noticed two things different ...
1) When Iremove the gas cap, a lot of pressure is released.
2) At times, the engine will quit while I am driving along and will then run
again after I release the pressure in the gas tank by removing the cap!
I am a very amateur mechanic at best, but I suspect that when the previous
owner made his conversions he created a vent-less loop in the vapor lines. The
hose coming from the top of the carbon canister that my books show as going to
the carburetor is now routed to the running-on control valve outlet. The line from
canister to valve cover is correct, as is the hook-up from the vapor separator to
canister. The bottom of the canister appears correctly routed to the running-on
control valve inlet.
Is the hose from the canister to the run-on control valve wrong? If so, where
do I run this hose-from the top of the canister and the hose from the running on
control valve outlet? Am I even on the right track? I am concerned about the safe
ty of pressure build-up and/or fumes in the trunk area. I did get the original carburetors, air pump and gulp valve with the car, but the Weber runs so well that I
would like to save the option of returning to the original set up for later, if I can
safely operate the Weber.
Any help you can offer will be much appreciated.
Sincerely,
Dave Brown
Bob replies

...

Dear Dave,
Thanks for your letter and the stamped addressed envelope. You are correct
in your assumption that the previous owner had somehow plugged the fuel tank
vent line running to the carbon canister, and this 'plug' is probably at or near the
metal fuel line which runs from the tank, in the area near the canister itself.
The MG 1300 of Ben Munday, Kansas Cify, Missouri.
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You must have the lines in the trunk connected to the tank or you will continue to have fumes within the area. Another way to cure the problem would be
to cut off the flexible hose which connects to the tank and bend and crimp the
short piece of metal line that remains attached to the tank-then drill a small hole
through the inner portion of the fuel tank cap so as to create a vent within the cap
itself. You could also find where the metal fuel line near the canister is plugged,
remove the plug and attach a rubber hose to that pipe which would lead down to
somewhere near the right hand floorboard area under the car. Another method
might be to drill a very small hole on the bottom of the fuel filler neck, exterior of
the car between the body panel and the filler neck c a p t h a t hole would be out
of sight and water would not enter. BUT, whatever you do, the tank must be vented in such a way that the fumes do not enter the trunk area itself.
The Moss Motors MGB Catalog has a very good diagram of the emission systems through the years on pages 14 & 15, call 1-800-235-6954 for your free copy,
also John Twist at University Motors has an excellent technical tips booklet
which includes a section on the emission system with diagrams. This is reasonably priced and John can be contacted at (616)245-2141.
From the factory the fuel vent line connected directly to the carbon canister.
The small hose from the running-on control valve went directly to the carburetor,
NOT to the carbon canister. It sounds to me as if the hose from the canister now
attached to the anti-run-on valve originally went directly to the carburetor (originally a Stromberg) and the angled pipe at the rear of the carb. If so, however,
there is probably no connection to your currently installed Weber. If you do
acquire John's book you will quickly and easily see the routing of the original
lines.

I hope the above answers your questions to some degree and thanks for your
comments about the "Driver", we do our best!!
Bob
Now let's talk about spark plug wires ... checking the wires is an important
part of every tune-up, and while other electrical components are typically
checked, the wires are often neglected. One bad plug wire can cause misfiring,
rough idling, poor acceleration and reduced fuel mileage. Here are a few methods
to check for faulty wires which do not show obvious physical damage.
Attach the probes of an ohmmeter to each end of the wire. In general, resistance of more than 12-14.000 ohms per foot indicates a faulty wire. Use a voltmeter with the wire in series connection with a 12-volt power source, and if you
get no reading it shows that the circuit is not complete and the wire should be
replaced.
You can easily check for a 'short' by attaching ordinary lead wire to the blade
of a screwdriver (with an insulated handle!) and ground the other end to the
engine. With the engine running, move the screwdriver blade tip along the length
of each plug wire. If a spark jumps from the plug wire to the screwdriver at any
point, there is a 'short' in that wire and it should be replaced.
Now to Kennesaw, GA ...
Dear Bob,
I have a 1973 MGB undergoing a top to bottom restoration and at this point
the bodywork is complete and the car is on its way to the paint shop. I have now
turned my attention to the mechanical components but my list of questions
seems to get longer every day, and you can't always find the answers in text
books. Any help you can provide to the following questions would be tremendously appreciated.
Continued on page 40
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MGA. MOB. MGC. MORGAN
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Carburetors completely drsassembted and ciedned
IfedvY duty competition and concours shocks also
avarlat~le. Please call our toll-free number for
assfstance. Shock links rebuilt. $25.00 each. Please
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1) What is the purpose of the shims under the rocker arm assembly mounts.
What would happen if they were left out?
2) Should the crankshaft have any front to back (horizontal) play when bolted in place? Someone once told me that some play was important. I have standard
size thrust washers and absolutely no horizontal play.
3) My engine burns a lot of oil in spite of the fact that it had a total rebuild
some 5,000 miles ago. I noticed a small amount of blue smoke coming from the
exhaust under hard acceleration, but it's really bad when starting the engineespecially when the engine is hot. My plugs show carbon deposits but are otherwise dry. The engine was bored 30 over and virtually everything inside the engine,
except the crank was replaced. Modifications included a lightened flywheel,
KC715 camshaft, dual valve springs and HS4 carbs. I was told by my machinist
that the valves and guides were basically OK but I think he touched up the valve
seats and knurled the valve guides.
Prior to removing my engine, I performed a compression check. All four cylinders read about the same and were at the high end of the factory spec. Next I gave
each cylinder a couple of squirts of oil and checked compression again. The values all increased by 20 or 30 pounds and from this I concluded that oil was going
past the rings.
My confusion over the oil consumption began after I removed and inspected
the pistons, rings and bore. Everything still looked brand new. The pistons still fit
snugly in their bores, and there is no sign of blow-by (carbon) below the rings,
although the tops of the pistons show a fair amount of carbon. This doesn't make
sense to me in the light of the compression test data . My only guess is that the
problem is the valve guides and I plan to have hardened seats installed this time
around. Two of the main bearings show scratches down to the copper.
Apparently the block was not completely free of metal fines from the bore job. Oil
pressure was low when the engine was hot and at idle. The worn bearings apparently caused the low oil pressure, but does not explain the oil consumption problem. So do you have any other explanations for the oil consumption and is there
a better design or quality ring I should try?
4) I recently installed a Mallory dual point distributor (w/o vacuum advance).
The MGB really seemed to respond to this modification and the KC715 cam. What
is your opinion of this distributor and what would you recommend for timing with
this combination of cam and distributor?
5) Just about every gasket on my transmission and overdrive leaks oil (even
the drain plug!) Is it difficult for an amateur to replace these seals or would I be
getting in over my head?
6) Last question! 1 removed all the tar insulation from the floorboards of the
'B so that I could sandblast out all traces of rust. Apparently this prefabricated
insulation is no longer available. Do you have any ideas on what to replace it with?
Best Regards,
Bob Schultz
From Bob to Bob!
The two center rocker shaft support shims were installed with the 18V engine
from about 1972. Lindsay Porter recommends that these shims be installed in all
earlier engines, but neither John Twist nor I know why! Since you have them reinstall them, but 1doubt if you would have a problem if they were left out.
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According to the shop manuals you must have .004-.005 end thrust on the
crankshaft and this can only be checked with a dial indicator. This end float is for
lubrication of the thrust washers and is a "must"! If you didn't have this clearance
you could not turn the crankshaft. Your machinist can reduce the thickness of the
thrust washers to attain this clearance.
Only a qualified machinist can tell you if you have the proper fit of your pistons/rings to the cylinder walls. You must ensure that the ring gaps are properly
staggered and that your oil control rings and guides are properly installed.
Personally I don't much care for the term "basically OKn when talking about
valves and valve guides. Either they are correct or they need replacing. Knurling
a valve guide means that the inner area has been deeply scratched and then
honed to give a reasonable stem to guide clearance. This will center the stem for
a time, but the high spots will rapidly wear and higher than normal oil flow will
pass the guide. Knurling is only a means of continued usage of a poor guide, and
a responsible machinist would recommend new guides rather than knurling the
old. If you plan to use the silicone bronze guides, have the machinist give you an
extra .001 clearance, use the FelPro #SS70373 oil seal on all guides and ensure that
the small rubber oil "OW-ring
is installed just below the keepers at the top of each
valve stem.
Since you have some heavy bearing wear, plan on replacing all your bearings
and have the machinist check to see if the main bearing blocks need align boring,
and also if your connecting rods need resizing. Also check for heavy wear on the
underside of your rocker shaft, and the rocker shaft arm bushings for excessive
free play. When your block is completed, you must have a nice cross-hatch pattern in all cylinders and use a good cast iron ring set, as from Hastings.
To me the Mallon, distributor is a nice looking piece of overly complicated
for the money spent. The
machinery and gives little improvement in
factory did quite well in competition with the standard Lucas distributor. Try setting your timing at 20" BTDC at idle.
Your transmission has oil seals front and rear and several paper gaskets, plus
a filter screen on the bottom rear. Use teflon tape on the oil drain plug. A few can
be replaced with the unit installed. Read the shop manual to see if it is something
you want to attempt.
Finally, the floorboard sound deadening material is available from Moss as a
kit @art #409-128) to cover all of the floorboard area.
I hope I have covered your questions and have pointed you to a way to solve
your oil control problems.
'Bye 'ti1 next time ... Bob
f
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ROCKER SWITCH REBUILD
Kurt Schley

ma

Recently I rewired and refurbished
the entire electrical system on my MGB
before installing the V8 motor. As I tested
each electrical component I found that
most of the rocker type
- - electrical switches-headlight, heater, flashers, etc.-were

-

either
Before inoperative
writing out or
a cheque
worked to
intermittently.
Mr. Moss, I

noticed that the switches appeared to be
only snapped together. Sure enough, by pry.-ing at various tabs and ears on the back of
-.the switches they could all be disassembled.
Most had only three or four parts.
As each switch came apart I made a mental note of the location of each component. Several of the interior metal contacts were covered with green corrosion
or dried out grease, which explained the reason for their demise.
The following steps quickly restored the switches to operable condition:
1) Wash all of the plastic switch parts in soap and water, using a toothbrush,
then drying with compressed air.
2) Clean all of the metal contacts with alcohol, then very fine sandpaper, then
another rinse with alcohol.
3) Apply a very thin coat of dielectric grease to the parts which slide against
one another.
4) Reassemble the switches being careful not to break off any tabs.
5) Using a continuity tester or multimeter, test the switch.
Using this procedure I was able to rebuild all the rocker switches on the dash in
about an hour.
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Carburetter
Restoration
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PER PAIR
TC TD TF MGA (H4). ................... $350
MGB MIDGET (HS)
$325
MGB(HIF)
$350
REBUSH ONLY..
$75

- - -

......................
...............................
.........................
.

Aluminium parts glassbeaded, threads chased, mating flanges
surfaced, bodies rebushed, suction chambers highly polished,
air pistons matched, brass linkages buffed, stebl parts replated.
NEW: Shafts /Jets 1 Needles / Grose Jet /Gaskets

-

-

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: Drain gasoline - wrap pack securely
double box.lnclude letter with Name, Address, Shipping
. .
- Address, Home Phone, Work Phone, Special Instructions or Requirements, MasterNisa Number, we'll call you before we return
the carb.
"Simply a Higher Degree of Excellence"

I1 - 1

A neat spotlamp arrangement on a CT at Palo Alto, California,British Car Day.
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614-F Eastern Avenue SE
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503-5517
Phone (616) 245-2141
Fax (616) 245-MGMG (6464)

BEFORE A N D AFTER - M C B V8 ROADSTER

LLOYD FAUST, PLACENTIA, CALIFORNIA

June, 1972

June. 1990

June, 1972

June, 1990
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THE MCB GARAGE
Technical Tips to Make Your 'B More Enjoyable!
Once again Don Bishop, MGB Registrar of the MG Car Club in England, offers
some sound advice for MGB drivers.
BRAKE CALIPER PISTONS
Do your front brakes operate evenly, or do you experience a pull to one side
under braking? If the latter, here is a possible reason.
Each caliper has a cutout ground from the circumference of the piston to pad
contact face, like so:
This cutout must face
4
FRONT OF CAR
forward, otherwise the pad

1

BRITISH WIRE WHEEL
1650 Mansf~eldStreet
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
Dayton 3un1op
Borran

(408) 479-4495
(800) WIRE-WHEEL

NEW WIRE WHEELS
Custom offsets, rum slzes, tubeless
V~ntageraclng appl~cat~ons
Convers~onsto wlre wheels

WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION,
RECONDITIONING & TRUING

- information, orders
- to request free catalogs

fd*
i
4 r.;
MINI LITE

MINI-LITE REPRODUCTION - 15x6"
TIRES & TUBES
Avon Dunlop M~chel~n
BF Goodr~ch etc
Wh~tewalls8 Redwalls added

SPUNED HUBS, KNOCKOFFS, HAMMERS

We maintain the largest, most comprehensiw inventory of the above products In the U.S.
We offer knowledgeable sernce and the finest merchandise at the lowest price

will rksu~t.A clue to this
state of affairs is that the
contact area on the rotor is
not clean and shiny over its
whole width.
Remove the pads on the side opposite the direction of the pull and inspect the
exposed faces of the pistons. If the cutout faces are any way but forward, turn the
piston(s) gently until they do face forward using a pair of grips with soft facings.
Replace the pads and the pins and you should detect a marked improvement. Be
aware though that if this state of affairs has been around for some time it may be
that the pads have become worn unevenly, to such an extent that they should be
replaced, and we only replace pads in sets of four don't we? Remember at the
same time to inspect the pistons and the rotor on the opposite side.

CUTOUT

PISTON

BRAKE
PAD

'

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE "FLICKER"
More than one MGB owner has expressed concern to me over the antics of
the oil pressure needle, which can flicker wildly particularly when the engine is
at idle revolutions. Don't worry too much if this is the only time it happens. It's
usually caused by the main oil pressure relief valve opening and closing rapidly.
This is because at idle on your engine, the oil pressure generated just happens to
be enough to open the valve (usually around 60170 pounds per square inch).
However having once opened, the pressure drops (what a relief!) to below the
critical figure, the valve closes again, which causes the pressure to rise again, and
s o the valve opens ... and s o on.
If the conditions are just right for it, the needle on the gauge will flutter up
and down between the 'valve open' and 'valve closed' pressures when the engine
oil is hot.
However, if the flicker happens at running speeds, have it investigated. The
good old &Series engine was designed to run with around 60 Ibs. pressure at
2,000 RPM with the relief valve open. If there is a real problem it will probably be
evident by not coming up to the recommended minimum idle pressure of 10125
Ibs. My own thoughts on that minimum recommendation are that I wouldn't want
to see it go much below 25 at 800 RPM.

BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VlNTA
satisfy the increasing needs of the M G Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to helpwith race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's. MGB's and Midgets too!
Items rangingfrom full motors in various statesof tune, tothe leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers. C/R - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minilite wheels. BIO 8 WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
upratedshocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Pleasecall with your requirementsand
we'll offer our own racing experience 8 knowledge.

4761 EAST CHINA HILL
DIAMOND SPRINGS, CA
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MCB REAR S U S P E N S I O N
Doug Jackson, British Automotive
If you are considering converting your OEM rear shock absorbers to the telescopic type, please take a moment to consider the following to prevent serious
damage to your new investment.
On all MGBs the rear axle travel (suspension movement) is limited by the
bump stop (under bump conditions) and the axle check strap under rebound conditions. This distance is approximately 5%"to 6". The OEM shock absorber had
approximately 7%"of travel thereby accommodating this suspension movement
(rear axle travel). With that in mind and using Koni and Spax as examples, let us
examine the problems that could occur when converting to the telescopic type of
damper.
Due to the varying degrees of ride heights, certain precautions must be taken
to ensure that the shock absorbers when fitted to the vehicle will work within the
dimensions given below:

Dimensions
Compressed Length
Extended Length
Working Length
Installed Height (ideal)
Bump Stop Travel
Rebound Travel

KONI (PIN 80-1244)
10P
16%"
6"
13%"
3"
3"

SPAX (P/N 041AV-170)
10%"
16W
5%"
13%"
2%"
2%"

Before the purchase of either of the above shock absorber kits, we recommend that measurements be taken before removing the existing units to be sure
they meet the criteria below. So with the MGB on level ground:
(1) Measure from the OEM shock absorber center pivot to the center of the
lower link mounting plate attachment holes. Add 3" to this measurement; this
takes into account the 1" upward offset of the new mounting bracket and a 2"
downward deflection caused by the switching of the lower shock absorber link
mounting plates. This will then be the initial installed height. The interchanging of
the lower mounting plates is now common with these later kits.
(2) Measure the distance between the bump stop and the bump stop plate,
add %" for minimal bump stop compression. This distance cannot be more than
the initial installed height minus the shock absorber's compressed length.
Next, jack up the vehicle and support with axle stands placed under the body
just ahead of the road spring front mount. The axle should be fully suspended and
be held by the check straps only. Make sure that the exhaust system is not preventing the axle from attaining this position.
(3) Remeasure as in No. (1).
(4) Remeasure as in No. (2) but without the additional %".
EXAMPLE: KONI Measurement #1: 13"; #2: 2%" + %" = 2%".
Compare this with the initial installed height (13") minus the shock
absorber's compressed length (10!4") = 2%",therefore the shock absorber would
bottom out if this condition was not corrected. If we change the initial installed
height by the use of one %" spacer block, this will then give us a measurement of
13%",minus the compressed length of 10%"= 3", this takes care of the bump stop
conditions.
Continued on page 50
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STREET
PERFORMANCE
You can reallv use

POWER: a Big-Bore combinat~onthat really works.
Matched components give you usable TORQUE at low RPM's. Forged Alloy
Pistons, Steel Billet Camshaft, Lightweight polished lifters. $749.
HANDLING: Flat cornering, neutral handling, smooth riding.
Fiberglass rear spring Kit. $279. Panhard Rod Kit $225. Tube shock Kit $249.
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL US
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BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE
(415 ) 382-7804
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MGB Stock and Custom Engines & Suspensions
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Continuing further with the measurements under rebound conditions, No.
(4) should be approximately 5%"to 6", No. (3) must be less than 16M" which is
the maximum extended shock absorber length. If this measurement is not less
than 16?4", damage to the shock absorbers could occur. The axle check straps,
and NOT the shock absorbers should be supporting the rear axle. If this problem
occurs, shorter check straps can be fitted to MGBs 1974%onwards using part
#AHH 6355 (Moss #267-565) or #AHH 5081 (Moss #267-610), length 9".
Unfortunately, shorter check straps are not available for vehicles prior to 1974%
(but check straps could be made to the desired length using an appropriate material). However in this example we could eliminate the problem by reducing measurement No. (2) with the installation of M" blocks bolted directly on to the top
of the bump stop plate. The previously installed %" spacer block can then be
removed thus bringing the initial shock absorber height back to 13". However it
should be noted that this will limit the rear axle travel under bump stop conditions resulting in premature bump stop contact.
It is not always possible to achieve the ideal installed height to facilitate
equal bump stop and rebound movement, but the main consideration should
always be:
1. The shock absorbers must not bottom out under full bump conditions.
2. The axle check straps and NOT the shock absorbers should be supporting
the rear axle under full rebound conditions.
If this criteria is not met, consider rebuilding your original shock absorbers
using an uprated valve (Moss #267-975) instead. 1 have tried to simplify this article to explain it in an understanding manner, but it is a technically complicated
procedure and I would recommend that you read it several times to gain full
understanding.

Winter sunshine highlights a line o f MGBs at the Palm spring.^ Balloon Festival.
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ADULT LONG-SLEEVED HEAVYWEIGHT
RUGBY SHIRT. 59% POLYESTER
AND 50% COlTON WITH 2 BUTTON
A
PLACKET AND TURN-DOWN
COLLAR AND RIBBED CUFFS.
AVAILABLE IN:
REDWHITE
A
ROYAL BLUE,WHITE
KELLY GREENWHITE
SIZES: S-XL

A

A

A

710

BURNS

CINCINNATI
OHIO
513
FAX

513

921
921

45204
0146
2536

800-766-4273
More redone Midgets in our next issue!
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NORMAN'S NOTES
Norman Nock
The Battery
When your engine will not crank or has a slow labored sound if it does crank,
the first thing to check is your battery. Use a hydrometer to check the available
electricity in the battery. Density or Specific Gravity will show you the state of
charge in each of the battery's cells. If the cells are not all in the full charge scale
the battery will need to be charged.

The white material that accumulates on the battery terminals will travel
along the wires and will show itself at the fuse block, the gas gauge, tank unit and
all the other electrical joints throughout your car's electrical system. The problem can only be stopped by installing a new battery(s). The charge rate should be
checked as per your factory service manual to make sure that your new battery
is not receiving too much electricity and is adjusted as required.

What is DENSITY?
Water is taken as the standard unit and given a density of 1. Thus in effect we
are weighing the electrolyte acid against the water. The denser, or heavier the
electrolyte, the higher the hydrometer float will go and consequently the reading.
For a fully charged battery when the electrolyte is most concentrated, we should
have a hydrometer reading of approximately 1280. This is the everyday method
of stating that our acid is 1:280 times heavier than water. This density is usually
referred to as the Specific Gravity or "SG" of the acid. As the battery cell loses its
energy in the form of electricity, the hydrometer float will sink and the SG will fall.
In the diagram below, you can see the float on the right has sunk just about as low
as a float can sink! Thus the hydrometer reflects fairly accurately the state of
charge of the cell, always providing that the cell is in a normal condition.
Charge the battery with a slow charger for up to 36 hours, or until each cell
shows fully charged on the hydrometer. If, after a long, slow charge the specific
gravity does not pass 3/4 of a measured full charge, the battery has reached the
end of its useful life. Continued use of batteries in this condition will cause the
corrosive action of the battery acid to perhaps damage many parts of your MG.
The white corrosion can be removed and neutralized, with household baking
soda mixed into a wet paste and spread over the corroded area, then washed off
with water.
When a battery starts to use water regularly it is telling you it is getting old
and is suffering from "arteriosclerosis" (hardening of the plates inside the battery!) At this point in its life it cannot stop itself from being overcharged. The
excess charge will cause the acid to boil and the gases from this action will cause
more corrosion.

Notes on Types of Batteries
MAINTENANCE FREE BATTERY-This type of battery will avoid being overcharged when it gets old. The elimination of traditional antimony from the plates
removes four major causes of early battery failure--Overcharge, Water Usage,
Self Discharge, and Thermal Runaway.
LOW MAINTENANCE BATTERY-This type of battery will still suffer some
water usage and overcharge when it ages as there is still some antimony in the
plates.

ELECTROLYTE FOR
FULLY CHARGED BATTERY
IS 1.28 TIMES HEAVlER
THAN WATER.

Finally a note of caution, the gases from a battery can explode violently from
a spark, flame, cigarette or any other ignition device, please be careful.
(Norman can be contacted at British Car Specialists, 280 North Wilson Way,
Stockton, CA 95205, Phone-(209)9482?754-Ed.)
L

Keeping Classics Alive.. .
Practlcal Classlcs 1s Br~ta~n's
bestselling class~ccar magazlne
Every month ~t'spacked wtth v~tal
lnformatlon
Full and part-rebu~lds,restoration
techniques, pans and servces. buylng
gu~des,home rebuilds. car dlscoverles and hundreds of affordable classlc cars
for sale1
Published on the second Fr~dayof
every month. Pract~cal C~~SSICS
IS
available from your newsagents, or take

out a subscr~pt~on
and we'll arrange for a
year's supph/ to be posted to you - d~rect
and fresh from the prlnters

rtiwl
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Pract~calClass~csSubscr~pt~ons
PO BOX500, Le~cesterLE99 OAA
Cred~tcard orders 0858 410888
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M o o r e MG's

Sales, Resforafions b Parts

MGB Parts
New and Used

7817 Loisdale Road
Bldg. B14
Springfield, VA 22150
(703) 550-0234

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
Ibuquerque, NM 87105

Dale E. Moore

Connell's
MG Service
6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Phone: 317 1 545-6108

L

I

GENUINE

JOE CURTO, INC.
Specializing in S.U. Carburetors
and British Car Parts
Mail: 230-22 58th Ave.
Bayside, NY 11364
Ship UPS: 193-12 69th Ave.
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
SPARES

@

Bob Connell

(512) 626-3840

MG COSAS

PARTS BUY SELL TRADE
JIM & ESTHER UDKLER 24027 CROSSLAND
Owners
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

A

MG, TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR

/

TOM 6 JOYCE LaMARCHE

(203)
OAKDALE,
165 ROUTE
889-0178
CT
82 06370

I

VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMGBR

VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMGBR
MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN-HEALEY

BPECIALIZIIG

IU N o s
CALL US!
FOR ALL YOUR

BRlTlSHCAR
NEEDS
(209) 948-8754
NORMAN NOCK

D and R Enterprises
IMPORTERS 6 RETAILERS OF FINE EUROPEAN
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

-

PARTS REPAIRS
RESTORATION

ROSS W. WHITAKER

Bn'trj;h

2013 NORTH 71ST STREET
WAUWATOSA W 53213
414-774-rn70

2060 N WILSON WAY STOCKTON CA95205

-.-.--

FAX #: (209)948-1030

-

Jim Noble

I

&J.,

Tbe UlfimateSolution To Your
Brake CylfnderProblems!

+ Brake cylinders completely
rebull1 and sleeved

6

Lfetune Llnuted Warranty.
call us nowfor more information

White Post Restorations
Car Dnve

Rob Medynski

+ Wh~tePost, VA 22663

15 yrs.
Experience

Repairs & Restorotions of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(201)-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480

$35.00
per hr.

I

I

Dennis Trowbridge

mum
BRITISH MOTORS, INC.

!HI=

333 Stone Road
Villa Park, IL.60181

Advertise YOUR business
in the "MGB Driver"
for only $20.00 a month.
Call us at (805)968-3259
to find out how!

(708) 279-MGMG

""

SELL-SEEK-SWAP!
The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register
Ads in this section are FREE to MGB Register members-please send ad
with membership number t o P.O. Box MGB, Akin, IL 62805. Other ads by
arrangement with the Secretary. So that you don't waste your time looking up
area codes, the originating state is shown after each ad!

TO GIVE AWAY!
1967 MGB wloverdrive, wire wheels, car complete but taken apart. Call Bob
(608) 592-4021. WI
FOR SALE
1963 and 1964 MGBs-Complete, also many other parts for chrome bumper
MGBs. (304)727-9825, WV
1964 MGB-RH drive, red with original 18G engine, overdrive, and restored
hardtop, wires, beautiful! $9,500 obo. (812)423-3299, IN
1969 MGC GT-Overdrive, wires. Brand new servos, lots of parts including sheet
metal. Runs well, driven daily but needs interior and rust work. (919)460-5947,
NC
1974K MGB GT-Good condition overall, no rust, needs paint. Engine excellent
and strong but needs other mechanical attention. $2,200. (206)732-4901, WA
1977 MGB V8-Rover 3.8 SDl conversion-225 BHP, 5 speed gearbox. Lowered,
uprated suspension and brakes. Minilites, Moss tan leather interior. Tahiti blue.
A California car converted by British Parts Direct and having 1,500 miles on
engine rebuild by John Twist. $16,500 (517)486-4007, MI
1980 MCB Roadster-Russet Brown, only 38K miles, new brakes and exhaust
with good body. Excellent mechanical condition. $3,750.00 (312)558-5626 Day,
(708)501-2788 Eves, IL
1953 MG TD-Excellent condition, Beige wltan top. Owned for last thirty years.
Frame off restoration in 1973 and best of show NEMGTR 1976. Too many cars t o
store, has t o go. $1 1,200. US Dollars (905)562-4776, Ontario

PARTS FOR SALE
Twin SU carbs with manifold and linkage for rubber bumper conversion. Early
MGB short block (3 main), all synchro gearbox, pair of doors for '62-'65 MGB
excellent condition. Complete windscreen, chrome bumpers, front rubber
bumper complete. Right front brake caliper-rebuilt. Refinished 'crinkle' dash for
'62-'67 MGB. Tail and side marker assemblies. 4 early MGB '62-'65 steel wheels,
early overdrive unit professionally rebuilt. Lots of other good stuff! (816)3615370, MO
PARTS WANTED
Original grille assembly (Satin Finish) for a 1974 MGB. (814)838-6658, PA

WHERE TO 'B!
Forthcoming Events of Interest to MCB Drivers
Please check for up to date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs t o submit their MG events t o "MGB
Driuer". Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
Please submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box 2645,
Goleta, CA 931 17.

MAJORMC EVENTS FOR 1994
Mar 6th-British Car Day, Phoenix, AZ, (602)939-9652
Apr 15117th-G.O.F. South, Ocala, FL, (407)365-2354
Apr 17th-British Car Day, Los Angeles, CA, (310)392-6605
Apr 29thIMay 2nd-MG Fling in the Spring, St. Louis, MO, (314)428-1120
Apr 30th-"Britfest '94", Moss Motors, Dover, NJ, (908)735-5417
May 6th-British Car Meet, Townsend, TN, (615)984-8711
May 2lst-All British Meet, Sparks, NV, (702)826-0825
May 22nd-All British Meet, Richmond, VA, (804)758-2753
May 27th/29th-Champagne British Car Meet, Urbana, IL, (217)366-5428
June 4th-British Car Meet, Louisville, KY, (502)245-9210
June 10th-Heartland Regional MG Meet, Independence, MO, (816)356-6053
June 13th/l6th-Moss British Car Festival, Buellton, CA, (800)235-6954
'94", NAMGBR C o n v e n t i o n , W a s h i n g t o n , DC,
J u n e 23rdJ26th-"MG
(30 1)428-0264
June 22nd126th-NEMGTR G.O.F., Syracuse, NY, (607)432-6835
July 6th/9th-G.O.F., Eureka Springs, AR (918)627-4400
July 14thIl8th-G.O.F. West, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, (607)432-6835
July 2lst/24th-NAMGAR GT19, Winston Salem, NC, (704)846-6606
Aug 5th17th-Southeastern MG Festival, Clearwater, FL, (813)576-9474
Aug 12thIl4th-MGC Register Convention, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, (416)8894028
Aug 19th121st-University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)245-2141
Sept 8th/ll th-NEMGTR G.O.F., Trubull, CT, (607)432-6835
MC ORGANISATIONS FOR OTHER MODELS OR TYPES
Got an MG other than a 'B, Midget or MG 1100/1300? In the spirit of renewed
cooperation between North American Clubs we list below some other clubs you
might wish t o write to:
For T-Series MGs-New England MG T Register, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
For MGAs-North American MGA Register, 21 14 Pinehurst Drive, Carmel, IN
46032
For MGCs-North American MGC Register, 34 Park Ave., Asheville, NC 288032056
MG CLUBS IN ENGLAND:
The MG Car Club, Box 251, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3FA
MG Owner's Club, 214 Station Road, Swavesey, Cambs, CB4 5QZ
MG Octagon Car Club, 36 Queensville Ave, Stafford, ST17 4LS, @re-'55 MGs)

